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PREFACE

This study -1 .ticulates the Federal government's respon-
sibilities in providing for the dissemination of scientific
and technical information 'STI. It is one of four studies
that were recently commissioned by the Division of
Science Information (formerly known as the Office of
Science information Service) of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) as part of a systematic review of its
research-funding programs. The review is the first of its
kind to be undertaken by the National Science Founda-
tion since the science information function was estab-
lished in NSF in 1958. The other three reports deal
respectively with the past impact of Division of Science
Information (DSI) research programs,d current research
priorities or professionals in the field of science informaT
tion,-! and science information needs in light of forecasted
technological and social change..

Included in a separate document are eight internal
working papers, written throughout the past year, that
provide background information in support of the study's
conclusions. There is also an experimental 25-minute
color film, "Science information and Science Policy", pro-
vided as an offshoot of the investigation It captures
participants in a day-long conference on science informa-
tion held on June 26, 1975, at the University of California,
Los Angeles. Using a new technique or goup discussion
called "Generative Graphics," conferees rapidly achieved
consensus on a number or issues relevant to the study.
The film received the Outstanding Movie of the Year
award from the American Society for Information
Science on October 28, 1975.

I wish to express my appreciation to a number of people
who helped me. Harvey Marron and Joshua I. Smith of
the American Society for Information Science gave me
the opportunity to understand the research priorities of
the information science community by making me an
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active iRiCipaflt Ifl their t search woi k. Russell L. Ack-
off and Martin Elton or the Wharton -School, University
of Pennsylvania generously shared the results of their
on-going research into a National Scientific Communica-
tion and Technology Transfer System (SCA1-11). Dr. Lee
G. Burchinal, Mr. Robert S. Cutler, Col. Andrew A. Aines,
and others of NSF's Division of Science Information off-
ered their assistance. Numerous professional colleagues,
throughout the country, reviewed the manuscript and
contributed constructive criticism. Finally, other mem-
bers olBecker and HayesMs. Marion Rice, Ms. Carole
Bailey, Ms. Nancy Culver, Mr. Jamshid Faryar, and Mr.
William S. Beckerworked on the project with me, and
gave me new ideas and better ways of putting old ones.
I am especially indebted to Mr. Joseph Brunon, Dr. Bar-
nett Addis, and the staff of the Behavioral Sciences Media
Laboratory at the Neuropsychiatric Institute, UCLA, for
shooting and producing our award-winning film.
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INTRODUCTION

Many different individuals and instal_ :ons in the pub-
lic and private sectors generate, access, and use science
information. But, although science information is every-
one's concern, it is presently no one's responsibility. in
the United States there is no -system" of scientific and
technical information. Instead, our pluralistic society has
fostered a diverse collection of science information activi-
ties composed of loosely coupled units in the public and

"%rate sectors_

This study develops a rationale and sets forth a frame-
work for a national program of scientific and technical
nformation compatible with the perceived new direc-

tions of science and our free enterprise system. It deals
with both information science and science information. It
is important to distinguish between the meanings of these
two phrases. Information science is concerned with
means. It is concerned with the way man creates, organ-
izes, and communicates information in all forms. Science
nformation is the set of ends involved. It is at once the

main product and the main ingredient of scientific en-
deavor. Science information is therefore intrinsic to
every scientific disciplineincluding information science.

The organizations in the public and private sectors
which engage in science information activities are often
referred to collectively as the scientific communication
enterprise. Individually, they are members of the scien-
tific and technical information community. They vary in
size and function. Sorne have limited information respon-
sibilities while others, like the scientific and technical
societies, operate extensive science information systems
and services in behalf of their members and the public.

The scientific and technical information community in
the United States has four main components: (1) the disci-
pline-oriented systems of the professional societieseach
concentrating on the systematic organization of knowl-
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edge in a particular domain -if basic science; (2) the mis-
sion-oriented i nirination systems of the federal agen-
cies. e.g., for astronautics in NASA, for atomic energy in
ERDA, for medicine in the National Library ofMedicine;
(:3) the specialized information activities of private insti-
tutions and of industry such as special libraries, informa-
tion analysis centers, indexing and abstracting
companies, data base services, etc.; and, (4) the informa-
tion files and other resources that are maintained by our
institutions of higher learning. An increased supply of
scientific and technical information has been assured by
the so-called knowledge explosion. This may be seen in
the e ponential expansion of scientific knowledge, knowl-
edge-producing professions and industries, research and
development organizations, information services and ma-
chines, and the media of communication themselves. It is
symbolized in the spectacular spread of electronic com-
puters. and the greater ease of obtaining and processing
information has induced more information consciousness
among professionals and executives. It is the accumula-
tion of scientific knowledge and the continuous integra-
tion of this knowledge into the mainstream of national
life that provides the principal force for national
progress. And, it is generally recognized by Congress ,5)
and others, that the efficient management of our nation's
scientific knowledge resources by the scientific communi-
cation enterprise is related in a vital way to the quality
of science and engineering work in the U.S., to the ability
dour national economy to exploit new knowledge arising
from science, to the competitive posture of the U.S. in
world markets, and to the maintenance of our national
security. If one accepts this premise, then there is a con-
comitant obligation to husband and protect the scientific
communication enterprise, and the scientific knowledge
which it possesses, as one would any important national
resource.

It would be easy to allow the scientific communication
enterprise to develop haphazardly, but if we really be-
lieve that the accumulation and application of scientific
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-nowledge is the handmai en of progress, then we must
begin now to treat scientific and technical information as
a national resource a nd to make a special effort to achieve
additional convergence among related programs. A na-
tional program would bring about such a convergence not
so much by federal regulation as by a judicious appli-
cation of research funds towards the development of stan-
dards, uniform practices, and informal coordination of
the scientific and technical information comrrmnity to
serve the public interest.

On May 11, 1976, the President signed into law EL,
94-282, the National Science and Technology Policy,
Organization and Priorities Act of 1976. This new law
reaffirms government policy with respect to the scientific
communication enterprise by stating that "It is the
responsibility of the Federal Government to promote
prompt, effective, reliable, and systematic transfer of
science and technology information by appropriate meth-
ods . .." and by recognizir g the Federal Government's
responsibility not only t.) coordinate and unify its
own science and technology inibrrnation systems, but to
facilitate the close coupling of institunonal scientific re-
search with commercial application of the useful findings
of science.- h'
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IL AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Full and open communication of _research results

among scientists is a mactice which dates back to the
esuiblishrnent of the scientific imidernies in the seven-
teenth contury triot selentlfic communieltion

occurred by word-of-mouth exchanges of information.
Over the years, this was rapidly supplemented by infOr-

mal correspondence, printed proceedings. Journals, and
books. .\:-; the scientific enterprise expanded, scientific in-

formation proliferated and the patterns of communica-
tion among scientists grew more cOmplex. The increasing
difficulty of searching the literature and keeping up with
relevant developments was quickly recogTazed _3s; a seri-

ous communication problem within science. It precipi-
tated the development of various science information
systems.

The professional societies were first to be concerned
with fostering efficient science information systemS. Af-
ter World War II the American Chemical Society was a
pioneer in what was at the time_called scientific documen-
tation. The Society began applying punched cards, mi-

crofilm, and, later, computers to the processing of
chemical literature. Other societies followed this lead, so

that today virtually every professional society has reex-
amined its methods of handling scientific literature. As a

result, each basic scientific discipline has developed its
own STI system to support its own specialized interests.

milestone in the development of science informition
in the United States occurred at the national level When

Congress established the National Science Foundation in

1950.'7' Frorn its inception, NSF was urged to take neW
initiatives in support of basic research in all scientific

disciplines, to upgrade science education, and to increase
the exchange of science information. Of this latter charge,

the present Division of Science information in NSF is a

direct consequence. It and its now defunct advisory body,
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the Science Int Ormation Council, were created in 1958,'
After the first 7;oviet space shot in 1957, a great many

changes were made in Washington- following a major
review of American scientific and technical research and
development. Three White House science information
studies appeared in rapid succession, and their recom-
mendations set policies that still prevail today. Williorn O.
Baker prepared a report which resoundingly affirmed the
principle that the free flow of scientific information was
indispensable to the advancement of science.9 J. H. Craw-
ford, in a report prepared for the Federal Council on
Science and Technology, recommended that each agency
of government have one office alone responsible for its
science information activities.'w Alvin Weinberg, in a re-
port in 1963 tbr the President's Science Advisory Commit-
tee, asserted it was not enough for the government
merely to make ir -brmation on completed research avail-
able; it had an equal responsibility for communicating
information about research in progress.

The Weinberg report had a great impact on the evolu-
tion oisciontific and technical information systems in the
federal government. So much so, that the Federal Council
on Science and Technology, attached to the White House,
assigned special functions to the Committee on Scientific
and Technical Information (COSATI),I, to coordinate
scientific and technical information services among the
federal agencies and to reduce duplication of effort. The
Federal Council was moved to do this because it wished
to derive maximum knowledge and value from the huge
investment which the agencies were making in scientific
and technical research and development.

COSATI helped focus the attention of government
agencies on the need for better information systems and
the need for standard and common practices among
them. While each agency had line authority to improve
and expand its own specialized information facilities,
none possessed the responsibility for developing pro-
grams of common concern. It was here that COSATI
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made n nd inea ni ng f ul contri butions. COSATI's
role was that or rdin at or of federal information activi-
ties. It provided a forum fbr discussion orthe information
flinction in federal programs, it ed establish certain
standards that fhcilitated inforrn on exchange among

_deral agencies, and it served as a rallying point in
hi ii:c-rton for consideration and deliberation of policy

si -2s brought to light as a result of changes in govern-
rograms or other new developments affecting the

l information scene One or its major contribu-
tions in the private sector was the encouragement it gave
to the development or information science

Ey the mid I960s, information science began to be
recognized by some as a separate profession As an inter-
disciplinary science_ it drew on such fields as mathemat-
ics, logic, linguistics, psychology, computer technology,
operations research, the graphic arts, communications,
libra rv science, management science, and others. Today,
it has emerged as a definite field of science responsible for
building its own literature, theories, principles, and pro-
fessional applications_ The hardware and software tools
which accompany most of our operating science informa-
tion systems are applied and managed, by and large, by
inrormation scientists.

COSATI also became interested in giving structure to
the total flow orscientific and technical information in the
United States. In this connection, it commissioned a study
in 196:3 to examine national systems for the handling
and management of scientific and technical documents. In
the charge to the study, COSATI called for a review of
organizational and functional alternatives for developing
a national program. Unfortunately, because of its re-
stricted charter, COSATI did not give the same emphasis
to non-government STI systems in its study as it did to the
systems of the federal agencies. The study weighed argu-
ments for and against creating a new "capping agency",
a nev, operating agency, or strengthening the present
decentralized structure within the federal government.

1 2 13
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first post-industrial societywhere the production and
processing of knowledge and information is becoming
more predominant than the production of goods, and that
this is already having profound impact upon our national
life. It also states that the information sector of the econo-
my is significant by any standard and that information
components of the economy account for a substantial por-
tion of the GNP. The report treAts "inforthation technol-
ogy" in general. It does not concentrate exclusively on the
problems of scientific and technical information. The Con-
ference Board's report examined information technology
in a comprehensive way and addressed the role of govern-
ment, education, and industry in fostering the use of in-
formation technology in the public, interest. It pointed out
that the new knowledge industries would soon become
the leading edge of many economies and emphasized the
strategic value of information in solving the more com-
plex problems facing our society. The report called upon
government and industry, as a matter of highest priority,
to perceive, assess, and value information in strategic
terms for national planning.

In 1972 the Federal Council on Science and Technology
and lie National Science Foundation commissioned a
critical study, known as the Greenberger Report.( 16) Dr.
Martin Greenberger of the Johns Hopkins University
was the Chairman of a special committee which exam-
ined the role of the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Information (COSATI) of the Federal Council on Science
and Technology (FCST). Greenberger's committee took a
broader look than before at science information pro-
grams and policies. It concluded that the government was
not well enough organized to contend with the problems
of scientific and technical information facing the country,
and recommended a new policy mechanism that would
provide the means for strengthening science information
programs in and out of government.

Public Law 91-345 dated July 20, 1970 established the
National Commission on Libranes and Infbrmation

14 15



Science (NCLIS). The Commission is a permanent, inde-
pendent agency within the Executive Branch which ad-
vises the President and the Congress on the
implementation of national policy concerning library and
infbrrnation services adequate to meet the needs of the
people of the U.S. In June 1973 NCLIS voted to direct its
energies toward the preparation of a document describ-
ing a broad outline of a National Program for Library and
Information Services. The Commission issued its report

. in 1975,r, after taking testimony at regional meetings
throughout the country and discussing its concepts at
open forums and in the professional press. The proposed
national program is aimed at increaSing each person's
access to the nation's rich knowledge resources whether
these resources reside in the humanities or in the
sciences. Concern for protecting and improving the
knowledge resources in the nation's libraries and infor-
mation centers is evident throughout the Commission's
program document:

"If our nation is to achieve the most effective use of na-
tional information resources and the largest return for
Nods in vested in them, common goals, objectives,methods
and standards are needed now for the coordinated devel-
opment of information facilities Unless a coordinated pro-
g-ram is established on a nationwide level, expenditures,
facilities, and efforts will be unnecessarily duplicated, and
interconnection will become increasingly difficult as local,
state and multistate systems develop without benefit of a
common purpose and a common approach.""'

The Commission's program goal is stated as follows:

-To eventually provide every individual in the United
States with equal opportunity of access to that part of the
total information resource which will satisfy the indivia-u-
afs educational, working, cultural and leisure-time needs
and interests, regardless of the individual's location, social
or physical condition or level of intellectual achievement.

-To make progress toward the attainment of this goal,
the Commission .. . developed two major program objec-
tives: (1) to strengthen, develop, or create where needed,
human and material resources which are supportive of
high quality library and information services; and (2) to
join together the library and information facilities in the

16 1 5



count IV, t Iiroul a COrflr000 pattern of organization, un.i-
form standards, and sha red common ications, to form a
natio mide network.-

It points out that such
a program must have ineentives strong enough to

encourge maximum cooperation and participation, flOt
only by states and local governments, hut by interested
public and private agencies as well."'

Unlike the other reports mentioned previously in this
chapter, the document released by the National Commis-
sion did not single out science information systems for
special attention. It did, however, underscore the impor-
tance of creating a nation-wide information structure,
including science information, capable of serving all in-
dividuals with the information they require in their daily
work. The Commission echoed the SATCOM and Green-
berger reports by stressing the need for greater coordina-
tion between public and private information
organizations and it urged the Congress to begin treating
information as a national resource.

The U_S. Congress (94th Congress, 1st Session) issued
a Committee Print in 1975 dealing with federal manage-
ment of scientific and technical information with particu-
lar emphasis on the role of the National Science
Foundation. The report was prepared for the Special Sub-
committee on the National Science Foundation of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the U.S. Sen-
ate. In the report, the Subcommittee perceived a revital-
ized mission for NSF based on new requirements and
endorsed a national coordinating mechanism for STI_ The
letter of transmittal from Subcommittee Chairman, Sena-
tor Edward M. Kennedy, to Senator Harrison A. Wil-
liams, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, contains the following passage:

. The importance of scientific and technical information
has emerged previously in the congressional examination
of science and technology organizations, but only recently
have we become aware that international and industrial
trends in infomiation networks hav2 enhanced the value
of our scientific information resources, This new atttion

17



to i ofoini ttm onal retiounce, however. has allo
revealed serious weak nemses in our infrastrueture for de-
veloping and utilizing this valuable resource."c-'w

The report also invites recommendations from the
scientific community and information specialists before
Congress makes new decisions that will reshape future
directions of national policy.

Over the past thirty years, science has placed great
stress on the importance of science information to the
individual scientist. The Baker" Crawford, Weinberg,
SATCOM, Greenberger, and Conference Board reports
extended this objective by emphasizing the need for new°
supporting methodology and by pointing up the critical

portance of scientific and technical information to the
nation as a whole. How much progress has been made?

In general, science information has made real progress
in the United States during the past fifteen years. In par-
ticular, we have seen a general upgrading of information
systems in the various disciplines. These services are
founded on broad, consistent coverage of the published
literature by the professional societies and their con-
tinued development is therefore important to science and
to the country. They provide the comprehensive coverage
that assures the U.S. a permanent capability to deal with
new trends in science and they also enable society to deal
with new social problems in a responaible and economical
fashion_ This is why the federal government overall has
an obligation to see to it that these systems remain viable
and that they receive developmental funding for
improvement.

During the same period, we have also observed the
emergence of commercial ST' services in the for-profit
part of the private sector. Many commercial indexing and
abstracting firms now have computerized STI data bases,
and ether companies are pioneering new services such as
the on-line computer services offered by System Develop-
ment Corporation and Lockheed. Although the private
sector is prepared to take risks, new intiatives require

18 17



incentives froni the re( -al government to spur their ac =
tive growth.

The upgrading of science informatt n systems in the
federal agencies is further evidence of progress. The
medical science information program of the National Li-
brary of Medicine (NLM) is one outstanding example.
NLM operates the largest, most up-to-date, computerized
medical information retrieval service in the world. The
spectacular growth of the National Technical Informa-

on Service in the Department of Commerce is another
example of federal agency initiative.

Much progress has been made from a technological
standpoint. Computer technology especially has been
used to great advantage. We have seen computers used
to print science information electronically, to disseminate
it automatically, and to retrieve it on demand. Moreover,
computer data bases are proliferating in every branclh of
science and techtology, and the number of computer ter-
minals at the fingertips of scientists and engineers is
steadily increasing. Two other information technologies
have also made significant contributions to science and
technology. The first is telecommunications, which gives
science and technology a new freedom for disseminating
and networking science information. The second is micro-
graphics, which permits the printed scientific record to be
compacted, duplicated, and distributed inexpensively.

The nation's future capability to handle scientific and
technical information will, to an important degree, de-
pend on how well and how rapidly we are able to inte-
grate these new technological developments, and others
still to come, into the scientific commuMcation enterprise.

From an organizational standpoint, however, progress
has been slow. Despite all of the excellent recommen-
dations and good intentions of past reports, there has
been a general ieluctance in Washington to push forward
with a national STI program.

In speaking to a national program, all of the reports
urged adherence to the same planning principles in devis-
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mg a fleW approach. They agieed that we must at least
ensure that science in fbrmation mechanisms are in place
that can effectively stimulate and extend individual
creativity; and that all science information activities,
whether in government or in the private sector, somehow
be made to function together in the national interest.

While each of the reports had an impact on the science
information community, their concordant recommen-
dations did not result in major organizational changes
within the scientific communication enterprise or the fed-
eral government. The persistent question remainshow
best to mobilize and unify independent, autonomous
units in the public and private sectors around a national
program? Within the science information community a
general antagonism exists toward imposed solutions and
federal control. If a radical transformation is to occur, it
most certan-dy will require that the components or the
present system organize themselves voluntarily.

1 91
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III. THE NEW DIRECTIONS OF
SCIENCE

it is surely a mistuk& to suppose, as some do, that a
satisvy national scwntific and technical information
prow., evolve without reference to the new direc-

tions :i,cience. Three new directions or science today
pose obvious challenges to scientific communication sys-
tems. First is the intense dedication of science to the al-
leviation or national social and environmental problems.
There is a pervasive attempt within the scientific com-
munity to apply scientific knowledge and expertise spe-
cifically toward solving problems of a societal nature.
Another is the continui ng trend toward multidisciplinary
science. Mainly because science is being redirected to
seek breakthroughs in public problems, the established
disciplines are expected to become highly interactive in

--the years ahead. New science information systems will no
doubt be needed to share information between the disci-
plines On particular F.ubjects. Perhaps the most significant
new trend will be tive development of "real-tirne" infor-
mation systems. National and even global monitoring sys-
tems will soon be in operation, gathering staggering
quantities of data for analysis, interpretation, and re-
trieval. New approaches to science information wholly
different from the classical systems used to process publi-
ations will be required to handle the data efficiently.

Problem Solving
Problem solving is the keynote of cu rent research and

development. Policy makers atone cannot solve problems
like the energy crisis. Both in determining correct poli-
cies and in attempting to-execute them, they must in-
creasingly rely on the discoveries and techniques of
modern science. Not only are certain national problems
peculiarly susceptible to the methods of analysis and pre-
diction newly developed by science; in many cases science
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and technolug tholoselves have created or aggravated
these problems. It should conie as little surprise that poli-
cy makers increasingly look to science to help improve
the quality of life.

That the problem-solving trend is increasingly palpable
to scientists cannot be denied. Already certain NSF pro-

ms have been made to conform with -a shift in na-
tional priorities which calls upon science and technology
to aid in the solution or major problems that confront our
society." At the "Conference to Develop a Rationale for
a Science Information Research Program" held by Beck-
er and Hayes in J une 1975, almok everyone among the
group of science information specialists assembled
agreed that the federal government will favor "problem-
solv ing" scientific research in the years ahead. According
to the conferees, the new problem-solving orientation of
science is betokened especially by the flowering of inter-
disciplinary think tanks, university research institutes,
and orb= research centers.

If national policy promotes the use of scientific and
technical information to the maximum extent possible for
the alleviation of societal problems, existing STI institu-
tions in the public and private sectors can expect to be
affected in a number of ways.

First, the wider use of scientific and technical informa-
tion means that more people will qualify as potential us-
ers of existing systems. STI systems have traditionally
served as primary clientele the scientists of a particular
discipline. However, in a national problem-solving con-
text, the needs of the policy maker, the administrator, the
problem specialist, and the public must also be taken into
account in the processing of information and the servic-
ing of information needs.

Second, the wider use of STI for the alleviation of socie-
tal problems imposes a national, though voluntary,
responsibility on each member of the STI community to
serve the national interest. This implies that related ac-
tivities in the public and private sectors should strive to
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develop coherent systems. It does not mean, however,
that they must merge into a monolithic system. A "coher-
ent system" can be one in which the parties agree volun-
tarily to adopt common standards, protocols, and
practices that. fac litate the use of their collective files
nationally.

Third, such expansion and redirection will add new
importance to the public relations and user-education
functions of SU activities. More people will have to be
made aware, trained, and educated in the purposes, ser-
vices, access channels, and costs of using STI facilities.

And lastly, increased use of STI facilities will demand
that their owner/operators become hard-headed busi-
nessmen who can justify costs to users commensurate
with the benefits they will receive. In order to enable'a
free ST1 marketplace to develop, it will be necessary first
to correct certain economic imbalances that exist today
between some publicly subsidized ST1 suppliers and pri-
vate sector suppliers. Policy clarification here is crucial to
the long-term continuity and expansion of private sector
STI facilities.

Multidisciplinary Trends
Another direction of science that is bound to have an

mpact on scienceinformation systems of the future is the
trend toward multidisciplinary science. As the scientific
community dedicates itself to solving society's problems
and improving the quality of life, a corresponding need
arises to build information bridges across disciplines.

The orderliness of the disciplines is not only in question
as a policy, but also as an historical fact. Historian of
science Thomas Kuhn noted almost 15 years ago in his
celebrated The Structure of Scientific Revolutions that
science really does not develop by the lockstep accumula-
tion of discoveries and inventions in strictly separated
fields. ,2-3) Each field conducts normal_ scientific research
according to "paradigms", or sets of previously accepted
rules, tools, and truths, which relate more to areas of
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phenomena than to preestablished disciplines_ These
paradigms severely restfict the range of inquiry in a field
to those problems which can be expressed and solved
within them, in order to allow the most exactingarticula-
tion and application of current knowledge. When the old
rules begin to require "awkward" stretching for accom-
modation of new discoveries, perhaps in another field,
sometimes a scientific revolution will occur, and a new
paradigm will be accepted.

More significantly, the recent inclination of planners
and policy makers to take systems approaches to prob-
lems has led to the development of new disciplines. Some
examples of these "interdisciplines", as Ackoff calls
thern,-,,, are cybernetics, operations research, communica-
tions sciences, and systems engineering. There is also
pressure on the traditional disciplines to become more
nterdependent:

In the systems age we tend to look at things as part of
larger wholes rather than as wholes to be taken apart...
One important consequence of this type of thinking is that
science itself has come to be reconceptualized as a system
whose parts, the disciplines are interdependent .. a varie-
ty of disciplines work together on a problem as a whole."'m

Building information bridges across discipline lines
means greater sharing of the information files extant in
the several disciplines. Fortunately, and due mostly to
NSF support, the STI files of most of the professional
societies and of many indexing and abstracting services
are now in machine-readable form. In fact, many scien-
tific bibliographic data bases already reside on a comput-
er and some are even available through on-line
communication systems. The sharing of data files to serve
multidisciplinary needs implies increased networking of
scientific and technical information. While STI data bases
exist in the public and private sectors, much work re-
mains to be done in order to integrate them and broaden
their availability nationally_ Increased networking will
heighten the interpersonal communication problem
among disciplines and, moreover, ways will have to be
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amnd for tiching utrs in one discipline how to under-
her disciplines,stand the jargon

Numerical wid Real-Time Data System
Perhaps the most significant trend in science today is

the sh HI in scientific methodology' away from typical labo-
ratory experimentation and natural observation toward
highly numerical, real-time information monitoring. It is
increasingly likely that government agencies, as well as
a number of research institutes in the academic and in-
dustrial sectors, will be required by their technical needs
to participate in real-time information monitoring, de-
manding new information systems to support them, and
posing great challenges to national science information
plann ng.

It was COSATI, early in 1968, that first recognized the
potential impact which numerical data systems would
eventually have on science and technology. It commis-
sioned a report describing these emerging systems and
providing an inventory of them by type, size, and loca-
tion.26

For a number of good reasons real-t me monitoring by
communications satellites can become an important tool
of science. Monitoring by satellites equipped with multi-
spectral scanners or other optical devices could greatly
help the search for energy and resources and also assist
us in protecting the environment. Moreover, satellites
could facilitate world food managementa scheme re-
cently proposed to alleviate the plight of the new billions
that will inhabit Third World countries by the year 2000.
Global determination of food supply and demand through
remote sensors carried in communication satellites is al-
ready .under discussion at the United Nations.

The prospect of world food management underscores
world weather prediction and control as another objec-
tive of science. Here, too, modern information technology
based primarily on satellites and computers will be essen-
tial.
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Werner Von Braun asserts that energy and environ-
mental problems in particular "can only be solved by a
global, coordinated systems approach. Successful solu-
tions . will require continuous monitoring and survey-
ing of the entire earth, supported by an effective
communications system capable of transmitting large
quantities of collected data and pictorial information in
real-time to a multitude of users...11,n Von Braun pre-
dicts that "by the turn of the century, resource satellites
will be collecting, as a matter of routine, precise global
data on the local and worldwide yield of such food crops
as corn, wheat, rye, barley, rice and soybeans, and of fiber
crops like cotton and sisarra,

The role of real-time information monitoring in the
drive towards nuclear disarmament is obvious. Already
the Defense Department's SAMOS satellites circle the
globe searching for new weapons deployments and pro-
viding enforcement of our arms limitations treaties. Fur-
ther research in satellite sensors could make monitoring
of nuclear stockpiles even more precise. Just as impor-
tant, such innovation might allow us to monitor peaceful
nuclear projects as well, and to account for every ounce
of plutoniumas some day, inevitably, we must.

Edward Weiss, who has managed the DSI fundamental
research program for many years, has observed this
trend toward real-time information monitoring systems.
He sees such systems as the generators of new reports
and foresees a new-style "information explosion". Real-
time data, he says, "is not being collected as an end in
itself but rather as a means for newer research. It will be
manipulated to produce new understandings which will
eventuate in new data and reports. We are now con-
fronted by a situation which by virtue of its sheer magni-
tude is qualitatively different from the information
explosion as we have come to know it."(29)

As can be seen, a totally new approach to scientific
information handling is implied by the development of
information systems which operate in real-time. Conven-
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tional scientific co ent;ition systems process books,
technical reports, and journal articles. They also provide
means for searching bibliographic records, indexes, and
abstracts of this material retrospectively. In such cases,
it is normal for a user to work through intermediaries
like libraries or Mfomiation centers in order to locate the
physical items. Real-time infbrmation systems, on the
other hand. are different from scientific documentation
systems. Real-time information systems imply the closest
possible interface between the collection of data and its
analysis by a user. They are also totally dependent on the
availability of the most advanced forms of computer and
communications information technology, Working at a
computer terminal, a user can engage his data directly.
Furthermore, in certain instances, he interacts with his
data while it is being collected and can store it in digital
or pictorial f irm for subsequent analysis and retrieval,

It is plain that these new directions of science will have
a profound effect on science information in the years to
come. In the twentieth century the field of science infor-
mation was the instrumentality created to increase the
utility of the scientific record. In the twenty-first century
it will be the catalytic agent which promotes increased
sharing of STI, through communications, among more
people. This shift in emphasis must be anticipated in the
federal government's research progiams now if the
changes which are coming are to be accommodated with-
out shock.
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Iv. PRESSURES ON THE
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS

ENTERPRISE

SATCOMS recommendations concerning broad policy
sues at the national level were never implemented, nor

were Greenberger's. The pressures which prompted their
preparation are still present. What is the current situa-
tion, and what can be done about it?

The types of materials and institutions involved in the
scientific information transfer process are becoming more
diverse. Science information abounds in books, journals
and technical reports; in films, audiovisuals, and mi-
crofilm; and in digital computer tapes (bibliographical
and numerical), analog computer tapes, and video tapes.
These forms of science information are produced, pro-
cessed, and serviced by federal agencies, the publishing
industry, indexing and abstracting services, professional
societies, information companies, libraries, and informa-
tion analysis centers in the public and private sectors.

The volume of scientific information continues to ex-
pand with the growth of science expenditures and the
growth in the number of practicing scientists. Increasing-
ly voluminous scientific data flows from our printing
presses daily: This overarching problem has not abated.
It is thus little wonder that keeping up with the scientific
record has become the main motivation behind efforts by
scientists to strengthen science communication processes
in the United States.

A recent study by the French economist Professor
Georges Anderla for the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) predicted a four-
fold to sevenfold increase in information by 1985.(3m In his
ju4ment, no country in the world has yet faced up to the
problem of assimilating new knowledge at a rate consis-
tent with its production. Other quantitative studies also
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scieniilic disciplines and nr all meth -
ods of r(..?co 1 (haL the volume of information
processing in science information systems has been dot
bling every 10-15 years. The National Academy of
Scitnccs reported he situation this way:

. idy the figures have hcwic tuggv ring Tough-
ly 10.000 res(..,irch papers a year in physics, severkil times
thai 1)Uflhlw't In chenustry, biology and agriculture, even
muff I in medicine zind perhaps kis rminy as 2,00000 in all

:ience tnd technology taken toget her.

Neither Professor Anderla nor the National Academy
or Sciences took into iccount in their predictions the huge
quantities of numerical scientific data, as distinguished
from printed sources of information, which the United
States collectS and generates. The amount of this data,
acquired by satellite for weather monitoring, environ-
mental monitoring, and other similar prognms, is enor-
mous. This -data explosion" was unforeseen in 1958, the
year NSF's science information program was established,

rfhere is a growing requirement to use single-discipline
information services as generators for satisfying multi-
discipline needs. Although many problem-oriented re-
quirements are being met this- way, some problems re-
quire methods ofsolution that are often unavailable from
any one .data base. Each time a new, major multi-disci-
pline information requirement emergessuch as those
concerning energy or the environmentit is difficult to
assemble a satisfactory data base without considerable
delay and expense, Until full compatibility and/or trans-
ferability among single discipline data bases is achieved,
he demand for independent problem-oriented data bases

is likely to persist.
What's more, the number of potential users of scientific

infbrmation is increasing. Recent statistical projections
by NSF d12' indicate that the number of scientists and tech-
nicians in the U.S. is rising and will continue to rise dur-
ing the next decade. To this number must be _added the
additional millions in business and industry _who are sec-
ondary users of science information, as well as students
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engaged in s and ttchn ical studies. Moreover.
scientific and technical information is no longer Of inter-
est solely to scientists and engineers. More and more it is
being used by decision makers, planners, policy makers,
and administrators. This underlies NSF's inf,-oduction in
1975, at the request of Congress, of a new pro;_Tram called
"Science fbr the Citizen" to improve the public's under-
standing of public policy issues involving science and
technolirw%

Another pressure on the scientific communication en-
terprise is the strong national trend to utilize computers
and communications for networking scientific informa-
tion. Until just recently, computerized discipline-oriented
information systems were geographically dispersed in a
few large centers and accessed separately. New, on-line
terminals can be used to rapidly interrogate groups of
bibliographic data bases through any telephone connec-
tion. Studies indicate a 33% annual increase in the avail-
ability of individual on-line computer terminals in the
U.S. for scientific and other information retrieval appli-
cations, from 500,000 units in 1972 to more than 1,500,000
in operation by 1977,

As the number of on-line terminals increase and as
greater use is made of shared communication systems, a
national scientific and technical information network
becomes a tangible reality. Scientists and technicians
need_ information for different reasons at different times.
To function effectively, each user must have access,
through communications, to that portion of the total re-
source that is relevant to his immediate needr, whether
they coincide with the needs of his stated discipline or
not. A national scientific and technical information net-
work which would interconnect discipline-oriented and
mission-oriented information systems by electronics
could satisfy the diverse needs of users more effectively
than can the existing information networks.

There is also a negative argument: unless cohesive de-
velopment takes place, the separate systems will remain
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insulated from one omit her and from their users. Only if
maximum communication can be established among
them, can the array be converted into a national resource
of immense potential value to America's scientific enter-
prise. To do this, of course, will requre development and
acceptance of- technical guidelines and national standards
that will ensure the compatible development of STI net-
works and their ultimate interconnection. We spend $30
billion/year for scientific R&D; we should thus rank mak-
ing available the results of R&D as a high public responsi-
bility.

The lnain agent of this public responsibility is the fed-
eral government. Until recently, no authoritative group
in the federal government was responsible for shaping
science information policy. Nor is there a unit in govern-
ment charged with research, planning, and coordination
functions for STI. We have numerous STI programs in
the U.S. which, in the aggregate, constitute a powerful
national resource. But, the scientific communication en-
terprise is not organized to function interdependently in
support of American science. Now is the time, then, to
devise some means whereby individual efforts in the pub--
lic and private sectors can voluntarily fall in with a na-
tional scientific and technical information program.
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V. ORGANIZING FOR NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

What ac can the federal government take now to
sure the lizmonious and continuing development of

the naton's scientitic communication enterprise?
A review of the recommendations of past studies and

reports and the implications of the new directions _of
science suggest we need (1) a locus of responsibility for
making science information policy at the national level;
(2) a dynamic, federally funded research and develop-
ment program: and, (3) a voluntary organizational mech-
anism for coordinating STI activities in the public and
private sectors.

Suit Acattug a :\utional
PlivMaking Body

The scientific communication enterprise has never en-
joyed a high priority in the competition for national poli-
cy attention. But, now the time has come to establish a
permanent unit in the federal structure responsible for
examining scientific and technical information policy is-
sues, as they arise, and for making informed judgments
on how to resolve them. Unless we have an entity which
can formulate national STI policy, we will continue to
fragment our efforts and to avoid confronting matters
which are crucial to the national interest.

An historical step was taken recently that is certain to
affect the development ofscientific and technical informa-
tion activities in the United States for years to come. In
May 1976, President Ford signed into law the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priori-
ties Act of 1976 The key provision of the Act establishes
a new Office elScience and Technology Policy (OSTP) at
the White House to serve the President as an important
source of advice on the scientific, engineering, and techni-
cal aspects of issues that require attention at the highest
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levels rgovernm The :\ct designates the Director of

OSTP as the l'residens Seience Advisor and creates the

President's Science Advisory Committee specifying that

one of its memhers will be. an expert in -information
:ern inaLion-. The Act also assigns to the Committee

the task (.:,C ,,'onducting a survey of federal science and
technology, including consideration of improvements for

handling scientific and technical information in existing
federal systems and in the private sector. Thus, the new

focal point in government for formulating national
science policy and national science .information policy

rests w th the President's Science Advisor and his Com-

mittee.

The SATCOM and Greenberger reports, previously

mentioned. recommended a high-level policy-making
body for ST1 which included the active participation of

the private sector in its deliberations. Since the Presi-

dent's Science Advisor and his staff will be concerned

with broad matters of U.S. science policy, the Science
Advisor's office would be a natural home for a Pane/ on
Science Information Policy responsible for examining

.ience information policy issues affecting the public and
private sectors. If, as the Special Sub-committee on the

National Science Foundation of the U.S. Senate's Com-

mittee on Labor and Public Welfare sugpsts, we begin at

last to treat ST1 as a national resource, then policy with

respect to its long-range development belongs at the high-

est level of government.

A Panel on Science Information Policy, attached to the

Science Advisor at the White House, would discuss policy

issues brought before it by the federal agencies and the
private sector. It would not operate specific programs but

would continually assess the health of the scientific com-

munication enterprise, debate the salient issues from a

national perspective, and formulate relevant policy

recommendations for the Science Advisor's approval. Its

responsibilities would also extend to consideration of na-

tional policy in relationship to bilateral and international
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ST1 n rat ns. TI iwyould corupw.,,c repre-
Se Ina( Ives he public and privato sctors including
technical experis in S'I'I mci indivi d ls who rIctually use
STI serviccs.

The PrJ on Science lritbraation Policy would have a
full agenda from the verk beginning. The field desperate-
ly needs high level policy deliherations in several critical
areas. For example, from a national viewpoint, what
should be the relationship of govei nment STI activities to
those °tithe private sector? What responsibility does the
government have Ibr developing or sustaining private
sector STI activities, and when is it in the national inter-
est to do so? Should the LS. give away its scientific infor-
mation freely or charge a fee? What should U.S. strategy

colcerning international STI exchanges with foreign
ntries? flow far should an individual agency go in

STI ivailable to the general public? How can
federal agency practices be strengthened with respect to
STI? What are the federal government's rights and obli-
gations with respect to STI generated at public expense?

in addition to its primary policy-making function, the
1--"inel would also be assigned responsibilities for: (1) ar-
ticulating national goals and objectives for the field of
scientific and technical information; (2) setting priorities;
(3) establishing funding levels for government-sponsored
ST1 research and development; (4) providing a forum for
a continuing dialogue with the private sector; (5) en-
couraging major experiments which can lead to general-
izable benefits; and, (6) assisting the federal agencies in
the coordination of their science information programs
and the resolution of conflicting policies.

At this time, there is no clear national direction for
science information programs; the public and the private
sector do not always share common objectives. There is
a need for strong national leadership, a technological up-
grading of scientific and technical information facilities,
and a closer integration of public and private ST' activi-
ties. Most important, is the need to start thinking nation-
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ally ahout our scientific communicarion enterprise irld
setting the national policies which accordingly will enable
all elements of the enterprise to pull together in the same
chrection.

Research and Det elopmen t Re° ri c ting NSF's R&D
Pnwrarn

During the past ..wenty years, the federal government
has played the major role in sponsoring research and
development for the nation's scientific and technical in-
formation systems. The programs of the Defense Depart-
ment and the large mission-oriented agencies were
especially significant.

But the unit of government principally responsible for
research and development in the scientific communica-_
tion enterprise is the Division of Science Information of
the National Science Foundation. It has given sustained
support to the field of scientific and technical information
all through its history.

In the last several years the DSI's anruitall budget has
decreased while the budget for the National Science
Foundation as a whole has increased. From an annual
budget high of 814.4 million in 1968, the DSI budget has
dropped to a low of $5 million in fiscal year 1975. This
downward trend has prompted the National Science
Foundation to reevaluate the mission and function of the
DSI in an effort to identify goals and objectives for it
which are most explicitly responsive to today's science
information needs. Although the recent cuts in the DSI
budget implicitly call into question its continuing impor-
tance, it should be apparent from "the record" that the
DSI has consistently succeeded in enhancing the utility of
the national scientific endeavor. It has clearly fulfilled its
original statutory charge to induce the effective dissemi-
nation of the results of scientific research and develop-
ment by supporting and encouraging_ new science
information systems. However, because DSI has not been
provided with the resources necessary to do the job it has
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unable to tiilfiH ill oft h tponibjljtie s ussigne
under its original Ctiarter.

It is not clear why the budgetary disparity between
science information support and science research support
a NSF continues. Cemiinly there has been no decline in
new infbrmation problems needing solution nor any lack
of evidence of the vital role science information plays in
the nation's social and economic well being. In fact, prob-
lerns of size, cost, compatibility, and complexity of science
nlormation systems are growing, not at a constant rate,

but at an ever increasing rate. And, science information
is being used more and more extensively for the solution
of societal problems. Despite these consierations, NSF
has been unable to rationalize a ulerul program for DSI
commensurate with the total need. If NSF were to begin
to view DSI's research role in the broader context of
developing and improving the infrastructure for a naT
tional scientific information program, the importance of
reversing the existing policy of budgetary restraint might
become apparent.

The coming postindustrial, lformation-oriented soci-
ety demands just such an office as DSIwith, of course,
an enlightened reorientation. In the next five_ years, the
DSI must continue the gearing of its research and sup-
port program to national goals by synchronizing its oper-
ations with the new directions of science. As we have
seen, one of the most significant new directions of science
is the reorientation of scientists and facilities for the di-
rect improvement, of the quality of life. We have also seen
that, in light of the government's broadly-based attacks
on problems like the energy crisis, environmental degra-
dation, and hunger, the need for professionals of every
stripe to utilize multidisciplinary science information has
never been greater.

Science information systems must change accordingly,
One might think the best way ofsatisfying this need is the
continued establishment of independent, machine-read-
able data bases centering on knowledge germane to par-
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ticohir MO' r!.15. lut I ills Is On LS: Pitrt of the
answer. \\Thai is needed ;_idditionally is the Intensive
InVeStii4'..-ition (f t heories told instruments of library iind
data-hise Intet.connuytion,

1)Sl should L!h(iVe support research that leads to the
development of explicit mechanisms fig sharmg scientific
and technical inrormation. Oltlwse perhLts the g-reatest
attention should HOW he Li ven to on-line. interactivt% com-
puter net work i nu systems. These could make our knowi-
ed.;.4e resources indeed responsive to the protean societal
problems we Com Through the distributive power of com-
puters and communications, science information can be
made available to many different users simultaneously.
The use or on-line computer terminals eliminates geo-
graphic restraints, so that specialists in every city can tap
the combined science information resources of the coun-
try in their own area of specialization. Especially because
the networking of discipline-oriented information sys-
tems integrites existing syste_rns, spelling a high return
on research investment. DSI should fund studies on such
matters as networking, disseminating science informa-
tion amorT more broadly-based user groups, increasing
machine-readable data-base coverage, extending on-line
systems and services, and creating standards for facilitat-
ing multidisciplinary interconnection.

Considering the new directions of science, and the new
methods of science communications, the main priority_of
DSI must now become applied research for promoting the
sharing of science information. Science is being thrust by
the put* and by policy makers in the direction not of
national security, but of national prosperity, health, and,
well being. For this reason the idea of sharing Mist riot
stop with the introduction of mechanisms for sharing be-
tween and among libraries and information centers.
What is needed additionally are improved means for
sharing science information between the scientist, the
designer, the implementer, the user, and the public policy
maker. Unless the entire chain of communication is en-
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lan d by lw sharing process, requirements to unprove
the quaiity of life are unlikely to be satisfied. To help ease
the application of scientific knowledge to collective na-
t-inn;i1 problems. DST should staunchly support mecha-
nisms foi he slliiring of science information nationally
and internationallv.

Ilow can the current Crarae ork 4'1)51 research
tires be refashioned to agree with this new, critical priori-

..et. us first consider the framework. In 1974, the DSI
announced that its research program would be directed

-ards 17 new research objectives. This was an explicit
and sigmificant shift away from the policies established
eariier. The new objectives are mainly concerned with
improving the management, accessibility, and use of STI
(see Appendix A). These objectives provide the Division's
basis of operations for fiscal years 1975 and 1976.

Generally. the .17 objectives deal with the important
issues. The completeness of the list is confirmed by com-
paring it with a list of objectives culled from the Wein-
berg, SATCOM, Greenberger, and Conference Board
reports. Such an analysis reveals a remarkable degree of
overlap and attests to the broad coverage of the current
1)51 program.

Yet there is mounting evidence that this list of objec-
tives requires further refining, amending, and structur-
ing. For example, six objectives cited in the four
above-mentioned reports are not included in the DSI list
g see Appendix B). Also, the 17 objectives are not ranked
in any order of priority. 1)51 made a conscious decision
not to set priorities in order to give the profession an
opportunity to express its own views on the future direc-
tion of the research program. Two studies were commis-
sioned. This one, and another from ASIS designed to elicit
the views of the information science profession. In a nota-
ble effort to tap the judgment and expertise of the techni-
cal-community "grass roots", the American Society for
Information Science recently subjected the program to
the scrutiny of a cross-section of that society's member-
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ship. 'rhe resprin.-4 rrtan iftrormation science profes-
samals polled :.[w,.est rin).;,- he rollowing 5 of the
onginai 17 ohlectiyes deserve to be given top priority hy
DS!:

Priority 1, To .1.oster the devrlopilent of networking
I-rnorw- sr:lent III( and technical information
services.

Priority ') :o encourage use of on-line, interactive
STI systems.

Priority I. To improve national coordination among
scientific and technical infbrination ser
vices

Priorit v 4. To encourage the abstracting and indexing
of new scientific and technical informa-
tiom

Priorit 5. To facilitate college.level awareness of
scientific and technical information ser-
vices

AH things considered, however, the list of objectives
prepared by DSI represents the first coherent research
program to appear in the field of science information. It
has been widely publicized and openly discussed in the
professional press and at professional meetings. Drawing
upon these deliberations, DSI expects to refine the pro-
gram further and subsequently set priorities. In particu-
lar, DSI plans to reformulate those objectives which are
most significant in terms of the national welfare or the
solution of national problems. Thus, critical analysis of
the list provides still more evidence for the need to set
new, cogent, research objectives in line with new national
priorities.

What are some of the steps the federal government can
take to direct and encourage DSI to embark on a new
mission, one appropriate to the new directions of science
and oriented toward a national progTam? First, perhaps,
should come changes in the statutory basis of DSL

The National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (Public
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507 directed the Found to foster the
exchange of scienti fic ufornuiiton among scientists in the
United States and foreio countri the Act Congress
urged the Foundation to strengthen the scientific _and
technical research apparatus of the nation by (1) takihg
initiatives in support of basic research in all scientific

sciplines; (2) upgrading science education; and (3) in-
creasing scientific information exchange. With _the pas-
sage of the Act, the Foundation established a Scientific
Information Office to meet the third objective.

Later, in conformance with Title IX of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958,',, the Foundation
changed the name of the Scientific Information Office to
the Office of Science Information Service (0515) and in
1976 changed the name again to the Division of Science
Information (DSI). A list of all known legislative and ex-
ecutive authorities affecting the responsibilities of NSF
for scientific and technical information appears in Appen-
dix C.

Under the terms of Title IX (Sections 901 and 902) of
the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the Founda,
tion was directed to establish a Science Information Serv-
ice which would "(1) provide, or arrange for the provision
of indexing, abstracting, translating, and other services
leading to a more effective dissemination of scientific in-
formation and (2) undertake programs to develop im-
proved methods, including mechanized systems, for
making scientific information available." The Act also
provided for the establishment of a Science Information
Council to advise and make recommendations to the
Science Information Service. The statutory life of the
Council expired in 1975.

With reference to the first part of the original OSIS
mandatenamely, to "provide, or arrange for the provi-
sion of indexing, abstracting, translating and other ser-
vices leading to a more _effective dissemination of
scientific information . ."the Office of Science Informa-
tion Service scored a number of significant achievements.
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-)ort to primary pt blish-

ing and also fit n ltd s vera I major experimental research
an( development projec designed to upgradefrom
m:in ua 1 _o computer methodssecondary indexing and

-vices in a nu mhe r of scientific disciplines
as vsics and chemistry. In addition, it established

VtVOPe new scientific journals and arranged for the
svsternatLc translation of relevant foreign scientific litera-
ture_ With regard to the second part of its mission, it

developed six university-based computerized science in-
fOrmation systems, supported the computerization of dis-
cipline-oriented STI systems, and spurred the growth of
a science information industry. All through its history,
OSIS has strengthened and extended those activities in
and out of government that create, process, organize, and
distribute scientific information.

W hile the wording of its 1958 mandate enabled OSIS to
science information services of its own, and even

though it was called the Office of Science Information
Service, the NSF decided early in its history not to engage
in the actual operation of activities that would compete
with those of professional societies or commercial inter-
ests. Not only that, but in 1971, the Office of Management
and Budget directed NSF to phase out its support of even
its restricted group of discipline-oriented information ser:
vices on the grounds that after years of developmental
funding they should now be selfsustaining.

The second part of the 1958 mission was to "undertake
programs to develop new or improved methods, including
mechanized systems, for making scientific information
available." Although the word "research" does not ap-
pear in this statement, the idea is implicit in it. Based on

such an inference, the NSF has served the public and
private sectors as a major source of federal funds for basic
and applied research work in the general field of informa-
tion science. It has also supported academic research,
specifically in the development of information science as

a distinctive discipline. The total investment by NSF in
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science infbrnintiun rtsearch and development activities
to support the dual mandate discussed above, for the
period 1958-1974, amounted to more than $140

On balance, DSI has made many important advances
under its eighteen-year-old charter but more remains to
be done. A revision of its mandate is now in order. A new
DSI Charter would define "science information" in the
broadest terms, making clear that it includes scientific
information and data in all formatswhether biblio-
graphic or numerical, printed or audio-visual, digital or
analog. Title IX of the National Defense Education Act of
1958 would be amended to direct NSF to establish not a
-Science Information Service", as the present law re-
quires, but rather a "Division of Science Information Re-
search and Development". Existing responsibilities to
provide indexing, abstracting, and translation services
and to investigate new methods for making STI available
would continue. Two new explicit responsibilities would
be added. The first would be to promote the sharing, ex-
change, and utilization of scientific and technical informa-
tion nationally. The second would be to institute a
fundamental and applied research program in support of
national objectives. Furthermore, if the Charter for DSI
should be changed, so should its name. The Division will
need a name descriptive of its new responsibilities. Per-
haps amending its current name to the "Division of
Science Information Research and Development" is most
apt under the circumstances.

Thus, the first step which the federal government can
take in a national STI context is to amend the DSI's Char-
ter by charging it with explicit national research and
coordination responsibilities for STI.

In exercising its new responsibilities, DSI would set
forth its priority goals for the time-frame 1976-1986. The
enlistment of its research program to encourage and de-
velop STI networks within disciplines and between disci7
plines would have first priority. The prog-ram would lead
to applied research for the development of voluntary net-
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work standards and inter-communication protocols, for
creating and sharing machine-readable data base files, for
accelerating efforts to convert as much scientific and tech-
nical information as possible into machine-readable form,
and for bringing on-line computer systems into operation
in new subject fields. It would result in greater communi-
cation of ST1 between disciplines and thus enable science
to make an impact on the nation's problem-solving capa-
bility.

The second research priority would be to increase the
utilization rate of STI nationally. It would call for an
immediate nationwide campaign to inform and educate
potential users, starting in high school and college, about
existing and planned ST1 products, services, and systems
in the public and private sectors. A nationwide awareness
of present and future STI capabilities, when it occurs,
would broaden the exchange of scientific knowledge
among scientists and non-scientists alike.

Another step which the federal government can take in
support of a national ST1 program is to stipulate specific
DS1 research priorities consistent with national priorities
and the new directions of science. This means NSF would
place greatest emphasis on applied research and fund
predominantly those projects which imply improvement
in STI services nationally through shared resources,
cooperative efforts, networks, and other forms of inter-
system communication.

Of course, the new DSI program should not neglect its
traditional responsibility toward scientific research in the
information field. Fundamental research is a long-term
investment, not a short-term priority. Information
science is a fledgling "interdiscipline" and much of its
potential cannot be utilized without deeper studies of its
theoretica'. foundations. Fundamental research in infor-
mation science is crucial to a national STI program over
the long term.

Developing a nationally-oriented research and develop-
ment program consistent with national priorities and the
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,w direct of sc ience will require more than a restate-
ment of purposes, principles, and priorities by NSF. It
means acceptance, on the part of NSF, of a critical respon-
sibility to develop and maintain a clear relationship be-
tween the design and operation of science information
systems on the one hand and the quality of U.S. science
and technology on the other hand.

Coordina _--Mohilizing and LTri fyi ng the STI
Catlin-tutu(

As Ackoff points out the current composition of the
STI community represents a "non-system" consisting of a
collection of independent, uncoordinated parts. Getting
the separate parts of a national ST1 system to function as
a whole will be a Herculean task: Moreover, in our demo-
cratic society, it cannot be achieved by federal edict but
must come about through voluntary cooperation among
all parties.

The ST1 community is composed of many, independent,
autonomous units in the public and private sectors. Each
has its own clientele and its own financial base. While one
organization may desire to join a larger cooperative in
order to form an interdependent national system, it is
generally reluctant to do so for fear of losing local control.
The alternative then is to seek ways of achieving national
objectives through voluntary means.

A unique experiment in vohintary organization of the
scientific communication enterprise is already underway.
Over the past two years, the Busch Center of the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania has been study-
ing STI activities from a whole-system perspective. The
project has developed a planning methodology called
SCATT (Scientific Communication and Technology
Transfer System) which provides an intellectual design
framework that permits different "stake-holders" in the
STI community to view themselves within the context of
a national system. By testing this image with a cross-
section of stake-holders, the project expects to initiate
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and encourage a massive so lforganization efIbrt among
all parts of the scientific communication enterprise so
that their integration is eventually achieved. Through
this process, it further hopes to engage the same partici-
pants in defining overall objectives that will unify and
'mprove the effect of their respective, individual efforts.

As was indicated in Chapter II, numerous, generally
concordant recommendations have been made in the past
to establish commissions, advisory councils, capping
gencies, and other organizational entities designed to

deal with the scientific communication enterprise in a
national context. However, none were ever implemented.
The reason for this inaction cannot be attributed to a lack
of studies of the underlying problem. Everyone connected
with science communications agrees the problem exists,
that it is important, and that it must be addressed. The
trouble has been precisely that high-level officials, whose
primary concern is of course with problems other than
information, have not been convinced that information
problems in a national sense are sufficiently serious to
require that anything be done about them. In addition,
the inaction probably indicates an aversion by members
of the STI community to top-down, imposed solutions,
and a general fear of federal control. Rather than continu-
ing to tilt at windmills, perhaps the time has come to
create an Institute, under OSTP auspices, with which ST1
elements in the public and private sectors can voluntarily
affiliate. Its aim would coincide with the new goals of DSI
and its purpose would be twofold: first, to give members
of the STI community and the professional societies a
continuing voice in shaping the NSF research program;
and, second, to provide them with a forum for planning
and discussing STI programs from a national perspective.
Specifically, it would help in planning and developing the
scientific communication enterprise as required to
achieve national objectives, and in coalescing the mutual
STI interests of the public and private sectors. It would
establish a focal point for STI activity now fragmented
throughout the government. It would enable the private
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sector to pool some of its proposals for meeting user
needs. It would deal with technical questions like stan-
dards and system compatibility, and attempt to develop
uniform ST1 practices and procedures in both sectors.
The Institute would essentially replace the now defunct
Science Information Council by providing a steady flow of
advice and guidance to NSF and DSI. It would operate
with a small secretariat supported by the government,
but substantive participation by members would be
voluntary and self-supporting.

When the marshalling of voluntary, cooperative effort
for a specific purpose is in the public interest, there is
ample precedent for the federal government to establish
a non-profit Institute. Throughout the federal govern-
ment agencies rely upon voluntary associations not only
for research and training assistance but also, in some
cases, for the actual administration of certain agency pro-
grams. Examples are the services provided by the Insti-
tute of International Education to the foreign student
program of the Department of State, and the work of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), estab-
lished more than fifty years ago by a number of technical
societies and the National Bureau of Standards. Similar-
ly, an American Scientific and Technical Information In-
stitute (ASTII) established under the aegis of OSTP with
participation from the National _Science Foundation
could provide the federal agencies, the professional socie-
ties, and the information industry, with the organization-
al framework on which a national program of scientific
and technical information could .be built. It would also
provide the analytical framework within which diverse
groups could think about their respective roles and their
common technical problems. Membership in the proposed
Institute would be drawn from= the public and private
sector. Organizations like the professional societies, the
National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Ser-
vices, the Association of Stientific Information Dissemi-
nation Centers, the American Society for Information
Science. the Special Libraries Association, the Inforrna-
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tion Industry Association, and others, would join the In-
stitute to represent their respective constituencies. The
use of nongovernmental organizations to carry out public
functions, a rare occurrence befbre World War H, is now
accepted policy in most parts of the government i.P1
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VI EPILOGUE

Just as science itself is undergoing changes in direction,
so science information requires changes in policy and
organization to meet the problems of the coming decades.
Unless the people of post-industrial America begin to
manage scientific and technical knowledge more system-
atically and creatively, we will weaken our ability to ap-
ply scientific knowledge to national problems. Moreover,
continued fragmented development may lead to costly,
overlapping, and unrelated science information systems
which can never be made mutually reinforcing. The time
has come to put the field of science information in step
with the new directions of science. The proposals outlined
will go a long way toward this end. They represent practi-
cal steps which the federal government can take now,
within existing authorities, to support a viable and realis-
tic national program in the field of science information.
We do not need a monolithic national scientific and tech-
nical information system. What we do need is a national
policy, a national R&D program and a national frame-
work within which both diversity and interchange can be
voluntarily accommodated.
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= SuItS Par! Qt LaSi's leadership responsitaii,
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the results ot Supported activities To help
with this effort. DSI has rateased an an-
nouncement of orojeCs awarded in FY
1974, and is preparing a bibliography of
recently completed reports In additien.
D5I is sponsor:no a series of symposia on
problems being investigated with DSI sup-
ped Symposia are Scheduled throughout
the year in Washington or in conjunction
with other professional meetings

REMARKS

hes D funded by DSI
r,r)oula f-,ro broth -enlinated and
act,Vi!ry a:axe:id

GREENBERGER 1972

Neither Greenberger nor SATCOM singles
out D5t, but both do encourage U 5 agen-
cies to improve the means by which all
research results SIOMMairg from govern-
ment sponSored programs are made avail-
able to the indivioual scientist and the STI
ca-iterprise as a whole

ra Foster Publication in Computer Acces-
sible icor in Activities include experiments

irim.trow pUtMCat1011 of ways small pub-
lishers can peel resources to computerize
thuir apermons.

PUrsuus the development of technological-
ly advanced publication systems including
electronic publishing. Special mention is
made of pooling resources among small
publishers to enable them to obtain a com-
puter capability.

Makes no Sp Clic reference to electronic
publishing

9

10

Te Pronrotp the Banhing of Factual Data
Projects are supported on wayS 01 captur-
ing namencal data in standard fOrni at the
point ot tzhablication A tten will also be
given to data management policies cit or
ganizations

To Encourage the Abstracting and/or In-
devino et New Information Work includeS
demonstrating ways of mcorporating data=
descripti 0 recOrdS into abstraCtS of Scien-
tific pub ications. extending abstracting
and indexing Coverage to Me contents of
data banks, and eliminating unneCessary
duplication among abstracting and index-
ing services in their Coverage of primary
literature

Aims at banking numerical and factual
data and making it more available. Sees
need for inventory of data banks and meth-
ods for capturing data in rtrachne form ear-
ly in the procesS.

Maker; reference tO the need for a COmpre-
hensive national data base to serve scien-
tists, engineerS, and the general public.
Does not limit the data base to lechniCal
informationimplieS much broader covet:7
age.

Underscores need to index and abstract
STIand to eliminate redundant proCesS-
ing. Implies its interest is limited to comput-
erized systems only

AgreeS with need for abstracting and in-
dexing services and acknowledges over-
lapping proCessing, but goeS a Step fudher
tO recommend additional "reprocessing",
"repackaging", and "consOlidation" of in-
formation for different uSer groupS.

To Faster the Development of Networks
Among Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion Services E. 'ens are designed to en-
courage the evolution ot a set of linkages
:hat begin with the development of com-
patibility and resource sharing among ab-
stracting and indexing services and
successively incorporate the activities of
publisherS data banks, and other distribu-
tors into an emerging science information
network for searching by users.

Envisages an STI network embracing sup-
plierS, distributors, and users Of STI. En-
courages eStablishment of standards,
linkages among data bases, and opera-
tional compatibility.

FOresees a natiOnal informatiOn network
including government and private compo-
nents. Stresses the need fOr standardiza-
tion to ensure that STI networks will be
interconnected eventually.

12. ro Advipce User Control in Finning Need-
ed inforrnawn Research includes testing
the feasibility of ways users can remotely
search dissimilar retrieval SyStems and ex-
tract useful information, first from biblio-
graphic data bases, then from electronic
equivalents of today's handbooks and ref-
erence materials, and later from the full
texts of documentS.

Calls tor probing new methods of improv-
ing access to dissimilar files (full text, data
files, and structured files) by reMote termi-
nal

No specific mention of "remote terminal
aCcess" to files by users, but makes a
strong Cage, in general, for more direCt
uSer involvement in informatiOn SyStem de-
sign and operation.
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SA-COM co,; rnapr puth4
uta .-nou rnethods rpih.lcc-

taa c crhOtoccth posttron Urges smaller
publisnors to mor oe ?nos VC-Ara:Ur

`atr=Wt f r la euiiiintaritsf of FT Utieril
tecne0Moy a!,!1 acnnev-e econorroes 01
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E uuracncn fntlieqapftuc and reference
outatications m n iaebine-madRele tomtit and
emphasizes macrene rotneval of such in-
tor chatQn

!ass an I ons-a
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vetimi!xt Finn, ,lata
crank ,.-'tnct ..rg4 V; a rJ 0 L.O1fIding a ',or

d for ouvorod a:9o!
"orrnaf,dra for:nr

it

oricinatr, ST: fri nct lint,r1F 'data compilation-.
fr rriak or,- r ii r(f to rpren0e In 1 natiOnal
data bank- E pr-oszns the brfflOtas of
corornon trir7- rah; o Captuntig machine-
readabtf, '

Puh, lOnNard ii Or Common-
dawn t(); proonOta- aDSO-dot IN and index-
ing sotvicOs tor go, ornment-generafed
R&D, and for pro long !Eldora; support to
i;00e ties and priva f for-profit agencies for
,ihstraCtinti, irldofIng. and reprocessing
STI

Draws tile (t'sfnnunm berwoen sc!enblic
data and bihlograph!c data and calls for

information centers to collect
and organ,ze ali data in their assigned
fild

EraMr le preparation ol indexes and
zio-Aracts in government ar:e private sec-
tOt Urges expeornentation AIM new tech-
niques like citation indeving and sees
government subsidy of those Serices
essential.

CalM do:mope-len!
rnatiOn VSteril. InCludIng S T plus n-

creased technoloslinal corripatbday arid
apprOpnale pubtic and VIVrito fin ariCial
stipport

Gives lep priority to the initiation el experi-
ments on die I unct ionin g 01 different parts
of the STI -Communication network", hut
views all forms of communication as part
of the "notvvork" publications, con-

. telephones, terrnmals, etc:).

Supports introduCtion of new technology
and syStems for communicating inform&
tion Sues effective switching and hierarch-
ical organization of ST1 units as essential
and views increased allocation of res,-

sources as inevitable to preserve a viable
scientific and technical apparatus for the
country. The network concept is clearly
described in lhe report although the phrase
"STI network- itself does not appear,

No mention of scientist per se
EU Coo frIrfrcP Hoard's aim is to advance
management's aCceSS to relevant infor-
mation. Also speakS of need to improve
general public's access To consumer infor,
motion for diverse social mirpOses Calls
for user-feedback, inechanismS.

Wants a single "tile-formal language" for
machine and human access to dissimilar
Nos Urges NSF to cooperate with ARRA
ri tnis area

Acknowledges the key role ot the uSer and
underscores hiS need to access different
types of material whether using mech-
anized or manual systems. Sees one prin-
cipal problem of system design as that of
providing enough information to fhe user
but riet toe MuCh:
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1 r) ait;" corhoate.--4.airt usage m
,-,!)[.,(-.1 ;in) te

1

tnv aralySIS
witeiprE..f,-4tion -A,:bno and c emmunicabon
functions osong tne sante equipment X.;
aogrnen:..Jd po:vertu! and Neyfhle coni-
peter ca;:faabitt.'25 Development Of Such
capahilires feouires reSearch based On
the carn,c,:coa efforts of information Scion-
ssit, draohic spectaksts. aria on=
(plow,

E,Iduate-Lc,314 G
Aw3f n' Scont,to: FUCN;iC,t'lr)-
fOttriP0,,, Sor,,,cpst ir:is v bpinq accorn,
fAsNd do',1';01),0(-!ni w tra-,,T,g
materials anti coo- bdla Suitable for uso
within sci,--?oce, mathorpahc, and engt
ricortici cOurse5

1 5

. P ,;Str., can ;_p-,r

suvipe torminai
anal ha. a tori---iirai . pr,feblont tbr

Speaks 0; impro ndiyiagal eftecrtio-
ness- :71 ,_4SIng cor-rp,A!,s. but docsn)
trentton pC=r1vpo--ig tpli: functions on a
smote terminal

PrOtio., the development al traning
materials 0. STI te tau incerperated into
scuoct, arid uso-,cpseormq school curricula

PfOr7'C't, (1-1'!,Ti't,, Jot, Educat:on JIM
fr,prwid rt' q-4isti ond Eng, wer S A5

with the nr,-_,cr.,d,Fig goal, typo, is proceed=
go on do, vi:opoimit et short courses
and °the, approorAte trantling rnaferals

Aims toward the deveiopinent of coopera-
Ma) on-the-tob training program5 with In-
dostry and professional oroantaaf.ions
us!hq the newer media

Doesn't address the need for educating
students in 51-1, but speaks frequently of
making potential users aware ot services

the need for on-theloh Sit training
in numerous ways, but doesn't use the
phrase "on-the-Air'

1 6
Proolt-? Cluah.dinos tor ktirtagentr.tt nt.

intorredNit SPrr iCCS Within Large 0,yaru-
A0(006 r../c) sequentia! aCtN1T;es aro Sup
ported tir sr analyses tor present pohcfes
wn prac..7:L: a;:tf second, de,eleont-Rt
mita iKses,.floont ot ("woe rirpqntal variations

rrofiliV-Knf)rit ocionlific and technical
in!oroAtion ix ge organczations

f,Ooks shr:Cil:c guidelines to bete manag-
ers of R&D ergani-taiions to increase STI
utilization by thee- staffs Special attention

fosused on dif ferencos in approach to
s and iarge g-arwations

Implicit in both reports is tho assumption
that any way that can be found le enhance
uSei fectiveness is desirable However,
neither report targets the research roan-
ager tor special training in his admnistra-
bye responsibility for Increasing stalf
access to

10 Provide (hp/le/toffs tor EVdtthOulg
Coldthons that knharice the Useful

Application of IntarrnallOn Plans call tor
analyses of present arrangements and
stiroulaoun ev penmental variation in the
War inforrc abon is made available -Mhin
lho working envIronirlents of scientists and
aittroor

Directs attention to the noods of the in-
dividual scientist al the bench and seeks
ways In oy0A7unto obstacles Ahich
his access ur,,,ago,ot stn

Wants a coordinated program for increas-
ing "technology transfer" among re-
searchers. practitioners, technicians, and
the general public: Ptomotes the removal
of obstaCleS to STI uSe
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i)f

di ,i,toring and ro..rt

to cercfl a corriorel,
ai citufivaiiiii in information tery-b=

di! and maintain the
;more 50005 ii i it at tnts . and 00015

-leperident so-

Ori=trie Inds of Ma-
con usago I. impii Conference Board's
rood brycn orriiiienvy on and oft-car-Ivo%
e,lt.oit:of, nOo f major propositions

WE IN BE RG-1963

'Irrrit.affon n Report pie-dates third generation on-line
ot ettott,vQ combinai terminal access to COmputer data but
iiuman I-unctions born of,i4tirttiele5s enii-uprades computer-aided
ing informatioo uf-yarle of information

Hooulomends tho training of all students
arid fan ty in t7e use of modern hbrary and
irforrnation services

Strongly suggests the introduction of
courses, programs, and other professional
training to improve the scientist's and engi-
neer's awareness ot and skills in using new
information handiing techniques and scien-
tific communication.

imolips the need ter on-the-jod S TI training
,n numerous riay5 but doesn't use the
phr.y.,0 Ori-thcmab.

Imphes the need f or on-the-job training
within the context of having the entire tech-
nical community become more "informa-
tion minded" and oriented toward the use
of STI in their work

jilirlir Hilt, 0
uppnr !nq into dilation corvico. s atil-

matron s sdoms 0 OddiDOiSid stall
prooi;ctwtyi anC comootetiveness in the
mar Petplacp

loiplica in the report is the assumption that
any way that can be f ound to enhance user
effectiveness is desirable The report tar-
gets the research manager for special
training in his administrative responsibility
for increasing staff access to S TI

Speaks of government agency managers
and organizations in the private sector hav,
ing the need to change their "attitude" and
devote more resources to information

Calls lot organizations to establish groups
to assess implications 01 information tea,-
nology nil h0 organization and measure
effectivenesS of Information use Urges na-
tional center with same function. Speaks of
encouraging information use by all groups
managers consomors. professionals,
etc

Points out the value of Statt exchanges,
conferences, sabbaticals, institutos, and
other ways of improving STI communica-
tion and use by employees

Generally supports this same objective.
Suggests the user be involved in STI sys-
tems; that he receive data as well as docu-
rnents: and, maintains he will be More pro-
ductive through greater use of STI sys-
tems.



APPENDIX B

SIX OBJECTIVES FROM THE WEINBERG,
SATCOM, GREENBERGER, AND CONFERENCE

BOARD REPORTS NOT INCLUDED IN THE 17 DSI
OBJECTIVES

1. Improve the Literature ofSTI

Authors of articles on science information should be en-
couraged to improve their vniting style. The field, in gen-
eral, needs better abstracts, better reviews, and a better
refereeing system,

2. Embrace R&D for all of the Newer Technologies

DSI objectives stress computers but communications, fac-
simile transmission, and micrographics are three other
technologies that deserve equal attention.

3. Increase Thiblic Understanding of STI

It is not enough to improve the education and on-the-job
training of scientists and engineers so that they know how
to use STI systems and services; there is a concommitant
reqUrement to also inform the more general class of poten-
tial users who can benefit from applying STI to problem-
oriented situations. A criticism of STI systems is that they
serve an elite class of users. (nb. DSI has no specific re-

seal ch objectives in this area because the National Science
foundation supports numerous other programs to improve
the public's understanding of science.)

4. Research the Copyright Problem

This is recognized both as a major inhibitor of progress in

networking and as the cause of diminishing sales among
primary publishers. (n.b. In June 1976, DSI/NSF and the
National Co;_ nission on Libraries and Information Science
co-sponsored a major research study to obtain statistical
data on the type and volume ofmaterial copied by libraries;

5 8



and, to investigate new electronic methods for collecting
royalties.)

5. Establish National Services for STI

Weinberg in particular favors establishing a family of spe-
cialized information centers and national clearinghouses as
an in-place infrastructure for STI. DSI objectives imply no
federal responsibility for creating or developing a planned
infrastructure.

6. Improve the Quality and Reliability of Factual Data
Science and technology demand that critical data compiled
for the individual scienti,it's UM be highly raliable; no mech.
anism, such as exists for refereeing journal articles, is in
place to ensure and guarantee high quality at the time data
is entered into an STI system. (n.b. DSI relies on the stan-
dard reference data program of the National Bureau. of
Standards to fulfill this function.)
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APPENDIX C

STATUTES AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS AFFECTING
THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF NSF FOR SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL INFOAMATION:

National Science Foundation Act of 1950, Public Law
507, 81st Congress, 2nd Session.

National Defense Education Act of 1958, Title IX,
Public Law 85-864, 85th Congress; September 2, 1958
(H.R.L3247).

Executi ve Order 10807, "Federal Council for Science
and Technology," March 17, 1959; which also amend-
ed Executive Order 10521, "Administration of Scien-
tific Research by Agencies of the Federal
Government," March 19, 1954,

--Presidential Letter to Director, National Science
Foundation (Dr. Waterman), dated January 22, 1959.

Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act
of 1954, Public Law 83-480 as amended by the Mutual
Security Act of 1958, Public Law 85477 (approved
June 30, 1958) and as interpreted by Executive Order
10900, "Administration of the Ag-ricultural Trade De-
velopment and Assistance Act of 1954, as Amended,"
January 6, 1961.

Public Law 507 and Title IX of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958 are the principal pieces of legisla-
tion affecting the responsibilities of the Office of Science
Information Service.

From Public LaW 507:
"Functions of the Foundation
"Sec. 3(a) The Foundation is authorh.9d and directed

"(5) to foster the interchange of scientific information
among scientists in the United States and fo-eign coun-
tries; .

"General Authority of Foundation
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Ui }'oundntwn shall have the authority,
within Ow limits of i iii able appropriation, to do all
things necesrv to carry Oil t the provisions of th.ts Act,

including, but without being limited thereto, the au-
thority ..
-(g) to publish or arrange tbr the publication of scien .

tific and technical inforniatirm so as to further the full

dissemination of information of scientific value consis-
tent with the national interest, ,
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